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A great interview sounds just like any other 

engaging conversation. Communicate with the 

applicant properly and take time to think about 

your next questions.

Let the applicant talk. Don't rush 

through your questions.



Etiquette in Job 
Application 



What does 
the company 
want?
Study the job post and learn what kind of 

person the position needs. Keep in mind the 

company's principles and goals while 

evaluating every potential employee.

What's Next!



• Search job thru Company 

Website, Job ONLINE, 

Social Media, Printed Job 

Vacancy,  or Referral.

• Research the company 

about their company 

mission, current projects, 

and available positions.

• Search for jobs that fit 

your strengths and skill 

set.

• Write a resume that 

highlights your education, 

skills, and experience. 

• Tailor your resume to 

each job description. 

Focus mostly on the skills 

and education you have 

that are directly related to 

the job you're currently 

applying for 

• Ask at least 2  people to 

be references for you. Talk 

to the people you want to 

use as references to make 

sure they’re okay with you 

providing their 

information to the 

employer. 

How to apply for JOB!



• Write a cover letter. A 

cover letter is your chance 

to tell the employer 

exactly why you want the 

job and why they should 

hire you over the other 

candidates. Use an 

enthusiastic tone in your 

cover letter to convey your 

excitement for the job.

• Update your LinkedIn 

profile (you must have 

one). You don’t need a 

LinkedIn profile to get a 

job, but it may help 

employers get more 

information about you. 

Make sure all of the 

information on your 

profile is current and 

accurate.

• Make sure your online 

presence is squeaky clean. 

Employers and recruiters 

often scour the internet 

looking for you, and any 

negativity they see may 

make them eliminate you 

as a candidate for the job.

How to apply for JOB!



A Cover Letter to 
Impress!

• A cover letter is a 250 - 400-word document that 

convinces the hiring manager of your competence.

• A cover letter goes in your job application 
alongside your resume.

• Your introduction to the cover letter should grab 

the hiring manager’s attention and keep it all the 
way until the conclusion.

• There are 2 main topics you need to include in 

your cover letter: why you’re the perfect candidate 
for the job & why you’re passionate about working 

in the company you’re applying to.

• Most of the content of your cover letter should be 
factual, without any fluff or generalizations.



A WORD THAT MAY CHANGE 
THE PEOPLE PERCEPTION 

"I have good communication skills......."

"I believe I have a sense of 
communication because i had organise 

a small technical seminar at the 
university 

where i needed to contact the speakers, 
arrange the seminar venue, 

invite the attendees, attract sponsor etc." 

⚬ “I haven’t been contacted yet,” or “How long will it 

take for you to go through the applications?”

⚬ “Have any decisions been made,” or “Can you give 

me a little information about the hiring time 

frame?”
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• To set up a professional email 

account for your job search. Avoid 

unprofessional email addresses like 

partyperson@email.com. Stick to 

addresses that simply include your 

name and some numbers.

• Your document should be sent in 

PDF format. Use your name as the 

file name, so the employer knows 

whose resume and cover letter it is

EMAIL Job Application 



A TIPS FOR EFFECTIVE JOB 
HUNTING
More than 80% of students who had full time jobs before graduation 

connected face-to-face with employers 

• Employers interviewing on campus 

• Speaking with company representatives

• Attending employer information sessions 

⚬ Attending career fairs 

⚬ Participating in internships 

⚬ Networking



Etiquette in 
Resume 
Preparation 
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03

STRUCTURE 
your RESUME

Personal Information 

Career Objective/ 

Professional Summary 

Education 

04

05

06

Work Experience

Project Develop (at the university)

Skills and Abilities

07 Achievements 



RESUME Tips!
Use Action Verbs



RESUME Tips
Use Numbers



Winning RESUME



Etiquette in 
Interview 
Preparation  















Etiquette in 
Interview 
Session  



Interviews are 
nerve-racking.
No matter how many times you've 

gone through it, the thought of 

being interviewed can still make 

you feel nervous.



What makes a 
great interview?

The key is to be fully prepared.

Coming up with great questions while 

properly evaluating a potential employee 

takes a lot of focus and preparation.

Both sides have to work smart.



Answer truthfully.

“You should hire me because I'm the 
best person for the job. I realize that 

there are likely other candidates who 
also have the ability to do this job. Yet 

I bring an additional quality that 
makes me the best person for the job—

my passion for excellence. I am 
passionately committed to producing 

truly world class results. 

"Within five years, I would like to 
become the very best accountant your 
company has on staff. I want to work 

toward becoming the expert that 
others rely upon. And in doing so, I 
feel I'll be fully prepared to take on 
any greater responsibilities which 

might be presented in the long term. 

"My education has focused on not 
only the learning the fundamentals, 

but also on the practical application of 
the information learned within those 
classes. For example, I played a lead 

role in a class project where we 
gathered and analyzed best practice 
data from this industry. Let me tell 

you more about the results…" 



Answer truthfully.

"Yes, I'm very much a team player. In 
fact, I've had opportunities in my 

work, school and athletics to develop 
my skills as a team player. For 
example, on a recent project…"

"I have had trouble in the past with 
planning and prioritization. However, 

I'm now taking steps to correct this. 
I'm now using a planning app to 

better plan and prioritize…" 



Remember that if you're going to be 

hired, you'll have to prove everything 

you said in your interview.

It's best to be honest about your skills 

so they have a clear picture of how you 

can contribute to the company.

Don't oversell yourself.
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Stay true to 
yourself.

In the span of your career, you'll be 

given plenty of opportunities to 

express yourself. Put your best foot 

forward and show why you're a 

great person to work with.



Keep in contact.
Do not forget to leave your contact details with the interviewer.

Some companies are incredibly busy, so let them 

know you're still very much interested by asking 

about your application after some time.

But don't overdo this. Employers will get back to you 

sooner or later with results. Give them enough time 

to evaluate you and other applicants.



QUESTION AND ANSWER SESSION

THANK YOU


